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Knoxville Utilities Board
uses SmartWorks
Compass to help identify
installed meters that
are not part of the AMI
network.
Knoxville Utilities Board (KUB) is a multicommodity utility that services over 450,000
customers in and around Knoxville, TN.
In 2018, KUB discussed with SmartWorks a
challenge they were facing.

Most of KUB’s customers have, or are in the process of getting, smart-meters installed as part of
Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI) deployment, however they have a small number of very
large C&I customers that account for the majority of KUB’s revenue (<1% of customers, >60% of
revenue).

The SmartWorks
IoT Future

These sites have Schneider ION 8000 series meters installed that are not part of the AMI network and
instead require desktop based software (MV-90) to access and retrieve data. KUB’s existing process
was manual, slow, error-prone and required staff with very specialized knowledge. KUB wanted to
know if SmartWorks Compass could automate the collection, storage, and analysis of data from
these meters.

Having proven SmartWorks
Compass as a platform that
enables utility IoT, we intend to
significantly expand the number
of protocols and devices we
support.

SmartWorks and KUB initiated a pilot project to access the feasibility and determined that the
Schneider ION meters support the Modbus protocol. SmartWorks developed a Modbus library that
supports retrieving consumption, operational and instrumentation data from the meter. The library
was integrated into our Rules Engine, allowing the data collection process to be fully automated.
KUB ran parallel testing, comparing data retrieved by Compass with data from MV-90. Following a
successful parallel test phase, they are now importing reads directly from all Schneider ION meters in
the field into Compass.
With that, KUB and SmartWorks began a second collaborative automation project for their Mercury
Mini-AT Gas Correctors, which are used to normalize gas volume information. During the pilot phase
SmartWorks determined that the Mercury devices only support the proprietary Mercury Serial Data
protocol, but we were still able to build data collection components into our Rules Engine. KUB have
configured a number of these gas correctors in Compass and data is being imported and validated.
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In addition to the instrumentation values, Compass is also automatically importing alarm information
from the gas corrector devices. SmartWorks has also built custom billing export reports in Compass
that translate the gas corrector data into a cumulative interval format required by the billing system.

We are looking for utility partners
to help us identify exciting new
IoT applications that drive value
for utilities.
If your utility has any meters,
sensors, or other devices that
communicate using the internet
rather than your AMI network,
you can use SmartWorks
Compass to collect and analyze
the data they produce, and to
better integrate that data into
your enterprise.
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SmartWorks provides utility
decision management
solutions that make the
complex simple.

U T IL I T Y D ECIS IO N
M A N AGE M E N T

M E T E R DATA
M A N AGE M E N T

C U S TO M E R
E NG AGE M E N T

MeterSense is a scalable and configurable
meter data management (MDM) module that
efficiently manages and intelligently interprets
critical smart meter data.

SmartWorks Connect is an online web
portal that transforms the way utilities share
information with their residential, commercial
and industrial customers.

https://harrissmartworks.com/compass
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SmartWorks Compass is a utility decision
management solution that enables utilities to
maximize their return on investment in their
smart infrastructure.

Easy to Deploy,
Easy to Operate,
Easy to Upgrade.
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SmartWorks empowers utilities to
navigate change and unleash the
power of their smart infrastructure.

Designed to make
the complex simple,
SmartWorks’ datafocused solutions
are simple to deploy,
easy to operate and
painless to upgrade.
These solutions streamline the
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vast variety of utility processes
in a range of environments
through configuration of
standard solutions.
The result is a cost-effective
way to maximize the quantifiable
return on the utility’s investment
in smart infrastructure.
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MeterSense

Make the Complex Simple

Smart

Meter Smart
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A scalable and configurable meter data
management (MDM) solution that efficiently
manages and intelligently interprets critical
smart meter data.

There is great value in deploying Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI).
The benefits go beyond reducing meter reading costs to impact billing,
outage response, operations and customer service. However, in order
to reap those benefits you can’t just deploy metering technology – you
have to make that technology work with your business processes. That’s
where MeterSense comes in.
MeterSense takes the complexity out of managing AMI data, using that
data in your business processes and analyzing it to streamline utility
operations.

Deployment Support
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MeterSense helps you deploy AMI faster, more smoothly and with fewer
errors. We identify problems before they impact your customers. The
system checks to ensure that meters are installed correctly, provisioned
accurately and are delivering all the expected data.

Meter Smart

Meter

CUBIC
FEET

AMI Health

Once the metering has been deployed, MeterSense measures the performance of the AMI system to ensure that the data delivered meets the
agreed service level guarantees. It monitors AMI health and not only flags
potential problems but provides tools to help troubleshoot meter communications. The system automatically creates Tasks, Service Orders or
Work Orders in the event field work is required.

Data Validation

MeterSense ensures the highest data quality with extensive Validation,
Estimation & Editing (VEE). The myriad potential data gaps and errors are
addressed for your diverse customer population with extreme configurability. This is performed by setting configuration parameters, without
the need for technical skills. The vast majority of data is repaired or filled
automatically and exceptions are presented to the user in an intuitive
report with easy tools to resolve any issues. This all amounts to the greatest available sophistication in VEE with unparalleled usability.

SmartWorks Connect
Analytics at your fingertips
Sign in to get started
Username

Password
Forget password?

LOGIN

A powerful analytics tool for the utility to share
targeted education, conservation tips, program
information and one-time notifications with its
residential and commercial customers.

SmartWorks Connect is an online web portal that transforms the
way utilities share information with their customers. Utilities can help
customers manage their usage through presentation of smart meter
data, proactive alerting and targeted tips with educational articles.

Flexible

The Challenge

Single Sign On and custom branding can be used to integrate the
HomeConnect solution with a utility’s existing portal, offering a seamless
utility experience.

As utilities introduce advanced metering infrastructure, dynamic rates and
new programs, the amount of customer related data becomes greater
than ever before. Utilities are challenged with the task of presenting this
data to their customers as clear, compelling and actionable information.

The Solution
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Accessible via computer or mobile device, SmartWorks Connect
delivers the power of analytics to the utility’s customers in a clear and
intuitive manner. It allows customers to view consumption patterns
and comparisons and better understand the actions they must take to
manage usage and help the utility achieve its objectives. SmartWorks
Connect uses intuitive charts, tables and graphs to present usage and
cost data to utility customers.

Both utility and customer have the ability to set and save user defined
views and parameters, ensuring the most pertinent information is readily
accessible to the user.

Empowering

HomeConnect users can configure threshold notifications to monitor
their performance. Using this combination of tools, customers are
empowered to make smarter resource decisions. These behavioral
savings are the key to fulfilling the true promise of today’s smart
technologies.

For more information, please visit: HarrisSmartWorks.com/solutions

Meet Your Auxiliary Teammates

Here to help you navigate change and unleash the
power of your smart infrastructure.
SmartWorks offers a complete range of professional services to
help guide you through your transformation.

Contact Us
1 Antares Drive, Suite 400,
Ottawa Ontario
K2E 8C4
Telephone: +1 (613) 696-0125

Professional Services
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Our team is comprised of industry experts who are passionate about their work, and have an
extensive background in a wide variety of applications to help you get the most out of your Smart
Grid investment.

services@HarrisSmartWorks.com
HarrisSmartWorks.com

We offer a full-range of skill-sets to
meet your needs, including;

C O N S U LTATI O N
The future is advanced analytics and machine
learning. Discover how we are helping utilities
enable transformation for value and new
growth.

D E PLOY M E N T
Our team of highly skilled experts are here
to discuss potential pitfalls and share best
practices to ensure a smooth transfer from
project deployment to business operations.

C O N FI G U R ATI O N S
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Achieve greater operational efficiencies by
optimizing system settings and enabling
advanced functions to allow for more powerful
computing and precise control.

PL A N N I N G
How is your utility planning for the future? Work
with our amazing team to plan out, execute
and provide best-in-class utilities technology
management solutions.

I N S TA L L ATI O N S
Get ahead of the trend. Technical support is
available to help you with installations in order
to get maximum benefits from newly emerging
software tools and technologies.

I M PL E M E N TATI O N
Maximize the benefits and minimize the cost
of adopting utilities technology management
solutions when you choose SmartWorks to
kickstart your implementation project.

I N F R AS T R U C T U R E S E RV I C E S
We provide extended support services to assist
you in managing your underlying Database and
Operating System Infrastructure to support
achievement of your Service level targets.

TRAINING

S E C U R IT Y

Promote awareness and familiarity across the
organization and boosts employee performance
with tailored training programs that support
your organizational goals.

At SmartWorks we recognize the importance of
deploying new technologies with a unified vision
and strategy to protect your systems from
vulnerable attacks.

1 Antares Drive, Suite 400,
Ottawa., Ontario
K2E 8C4
Telephone: +1 (613) 696-0125
info@HarrisSmartWorks.com
HarrisSmartWorks.com

SmartWorks empowers utilities to
navigate change and unleash the
power of their smart infrastructure

